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What happened this week?
English  
We completed the unit on discursive texts. Pupils
ended this unit by writing a discursive text on a
topic of their choice. They got to choose from the
topics listed below.  

1) Should pupils wear school uniform? 
2) Should mobile phones be allowed in schools? 
3) Should children be allowed to vote? 
4)Should there be a skateboard ramp in the
playground?

Art  
Pupils painted and evaluated their clay perfume
bottles. The bottles look wonderful. See page two for
some photographs.

Design and Technology 
Year 4 have been busy making chocolates this week. We
experimented with different fillings. For example,
sprinkles, marshmallows and smarties. On Friday, we
sampled the chocolates and filled in a cupcake critique
about them. This made the children think about what went
well and what they could improve next time. See page
three for photographs.  



       NOTICE BOARD
Homework is given out on 
Friday and it is due on
Wednesday.  

Please ensure that pupils
are reading daily at home. 

As part of our make £5
Grow project, we sold mini
canvas magnets and
chocolates after school.
Miss Moses will update the
blog over the weekend with
how much we raised from
this sale. Next week, pupils
will be making lemonade
and selling this after school
on Tuesday and
Wednesday. 

Click on the link below to
view the Year 4 blog. 

https://year4lrs2018.word
press.com/ Clay perfume bottles 

https://year4lrs2018.wordpress.com/


CHOCOLATE MAKING
In Design and Technology we made chocolates. We had great fun! Over the next few
weeks, we will make more chocolates, and experiment with different fillings. Nailys, who
is on a work experience placement at Little Reddings School from Bordeaux, did a
fantastic job with leading this chocolate making experience. Year 4 look forward to
working with Nilys on more exciting projects next week.

https://year4lrs2018.wordpress.com/


Awards
Stars of the week

Simon - Kristjan  

Morpurgo - John 

Writers of the week

Simon - Sarah 

Morpurgo -  David
and William

Word Count Leader Board

Here is the leader 
board of the 

number of words 
read since the 
start of Year 4



Quote of the week 


